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Picture the scene: A client enters your office. Not a new client, but an established client. Not a financially unstable client, but one who always pays the fees. Not a client in trouble, but a client with an opportunity. Not a greedy client, but a client who is willing to share part of an expected financial bonanza. The opportunity may be to purchase Blackacre, to open a restaurant as partners or to invest on the ground floor of the next Wal-Mart stock. To your amazement, and delight, the client invites your participation with her on the road to riches.

As you mull over the offer, you remind yourself of lawyers who have been disciplined, suspended and disbarred and who have been held financially liable for business transactions with clients. But you convince yourself that most of those involved scoundrels and renegades who should never have been permitted in the profession at all. Further, the transactions were blatantly flagrant – borrowing money from clients with inadequate or no security [1]; encouraging clients to gamble in speculative investments [2]; purchasing client property at below market value prices without the knowledge of the client [3]; failing to disclose to the client the attorney’s personal interest in the investment [4]; or in some other fashion gaining a personal advantage vis a vis the client. But you are responsible; your client is intelligent and financially sound; and, the proposed transaction is fair and above board. Why not seize the opportunity and just do it?

The Ethical Standards: Following the Code [5] of Professional Responsibility [6], the Arkansas Rules of Professional Conduct do not prohibit such transactions. Despite its negative wording, Rule
not expressly establish fraud or imposition or invalidity. Instead, if the relationship between the parties "might reasonably have exerted . . . any influence in the attorney's favor, then the burden of establishing its perfect fairness is thrown upon the attorney." [15] Indeed, some authority suggests the fairness must be demonstrated with clear and convincing evidence. [16] Upon the failure of the attorney to make such a showing, the court of equity will treat the transaction as one of constructive fraud. [17] Constructive fraud will support a claim for either rescission of the transaction or damages. [18] The terms must be understandable to the client. With less financially sophisticated clients, even more detailed explanation is necessary. But with all clients, the terms must be in writing, and the client must consent in writing. A mere shake of the hands does not comply with the Rule, no matter how established, intelligent or wealthy a client, no matter how lengthy the attorney-client relationship and no matter how fair the terms.

Although the rule expressly requires disclosure of the transaction and terms, it is generally interpreted to mandate full disclosure. [19] Full disclosure means the type of disclosure that a disinterested, objective and competent attorney would give to a client in the traditional attorney-client relationship, free of business entanglements. The attorney must ensure "an entire absence of concealment or suppression of any facts within the attorney's knowledge which might influence the client. . ." [20] Full disclosure by the attorney requires the client be given all the facts and circumstances needed to make an intelligent and informed decision. [21] In particular, full disclosure includes: (a) a complete explanation of the transaction and all of its terms; (b) a full explanation of the divergence in interests between the attorney and client; (c) the nature and extent of the lawyer's interests in the transaction; (d) a discussion of the risks and disadvantages to the client.
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and to the attorney from the transaction; and (e) the manner in which the lawyer’s participation in the transaction might affect the lawyer’s independent professional judgment. [22] The duty to disclose is affirmative and must be initiated by the attorney. For example, suppose the client suggests to the attorney that they jointly, and equally, purchase Blackacre. What disclosure is necessary? A competent, disinterested attorney might discuss, among other topics: the nature of the ownership interest; the financing and its ramifications; the security for the transaction; relevant statutory law; the impact of bankruptcy, divorce, death, condemnation or litigation upon the property interests; the issue of property management; the claims of third parties; tax liability and tax planning.

Without full disclosure, the client is likely, justified or not, to blame any problems on the attorney. If an environmental agency concludes the land violates governmental standards and the present owners are responsible, the client is likely to ask, or demand, “Why didn’t you tell me that I could be held liable for the toxic wastes left by the prior owners? You were my lawyer. I trusted you.”

Finally, the rule requires the client be given a “reasonable opportunity” to have an independent attorney evaluate the transaction before the client enters into it. The comment to the Rules only states, “a review by independent counsel on behalf of the client is often advisable.”

Unfortunately, the rule is not as strong or precise as it should be. The rule does not require the attorney to recommend evaluation by a competent third party, nor does it mandate written advice [23] But a cautious attorney would certainly instruct the client in a contemporaneous writing to the effect that “I strongly urge you to have another attorney or qualified person evaluate this transaction before we sign the papers in ten days.” The disclosure and advice to the client should be contained in a document separate from the business transaction itself. Indeed some courts have placed an obligation on the attorney to assure the client had independent counsel before the agreement was executed. [24]

To be absolutely safe (which is no guarantee, given the creativity of malpractice claims), the attorney can refuse to enter into the transaction until a disinterested attorney evaluates it and issues a written opinion as to the fairness and reasonableness of the transaction. Such an opinion would provide the maximum protection to the attorney. Realistically, however, many clients will be reluctant to hire a separate attorney to evaluate the fairness of the original attorney whom they trust.

The requirement of fair terms applies to all business transactions between attorney and client, whether in the form of loans, partnerships, investments, common ownership, sales, purchases and joint ventures. The only terms excluded from the scope of the Rule are those that involve “standard commercial transactions . . . for products or services that the client generally markets to others.” [25] For example, an attorney can purchase a computer system from a client who is in the computer business without putting the terms in writing and without resorting to independent counsel. Likewise, the client can offer a computer system to the attorney at a reduced price without the safeguards of the Rule. In these situations the lawyer has no advantage. In contrast, if the client urges the attorney to enter a computer franchising arrangement, the Rule applies. Similarly, if the attorney wishes to sell used office equipment to a client, the Rules are applicable. In the latter situations the attorney, with knowledge of the law or the facts, may have an advantage.

A frequently suggested solution is for the attorney to refuse to handle any legal work directly connected to the transaction. For example, if the business opportunity involves the operation of a business, the lawyer would limit her advice to such unrelated legal issues of the client as an adoption, the purchase of a residence or the defense of a minor child in a vehicular misdemeanor.

That solution has three problems: 1) The client may earnestly seek legal advice regarding the transaction. In part, the client came to the lawyer for legal advice in connection with the business opportunity, rather than going to a grocer or a beautician. 2) In unanticipated ways the legal work may not be separable from the business opportunity. 3) The solution does not avoid the issue, because the client is still relying on the legal advice of the attorney.

The attorney may argue her role was limited to the extraneous legal matters, and in this business transaction she was only wearing the hat of the investor. However, in the absence of a separate attorney who is advising the client on the business relationship, the case law permits the client to assert that “she was my lawyer for other matters and I assumed that she was acting as my lawyer in this capacity also.” Such a position is particularly justifiable if the attorney-client relationship is of long duration. A lengthy relationship of trust and confidence may erode the normal prudence of a client. [26]

Similarly, a statement, no matter how direct or clear, to the client that the attorney is not acting as the
attorney for the business transaction is probably insufficient to free the attorney of responsibility under the Rule. [27] Indeed, established Arkansas case law placing the burden upon the attorney applies to any transaction where the relationship may be presumed to give the attorney an advantage over the client. [28]

Another potential defense by the attorney is that no attorney-client relationship existed. The individual was a former client, a prospective client [29] or a neighborhood friend who occasionally asks legal questions. However, the determination of whether an attorney-client relationship exists is a question of fact. The relationship may exist in the absence of an express agreement, [30] in the absence of fees being paid or requested, in the absence of an ongoing relationship and even in the absence of a law office environment.

In determining the relationship, at least some weight is given to the good faith belief of the client as to a relationship. To protect the public, particularly vulnerable or dependent clients, courts are willing to find an attorney-client relationship. For example, in the absence of documents or other evidence clearly indicating the conclusion of an attorney-client relationship, the courts may find the client was justified in concluding the attorney was still serving in that role, particularly if the client had not sought any other legal assistance. For example, consider a client who buys a house with the assistance of an attorney, and returns in six months with a proposed business opportunity. Certainly that client is likely to believe that an ongoing relationship exists and that the attorney is protecting the client. Most likely the court will evaluate the transaction under the provisions of Rule 1.8(a). Similarly, if the business opportunity follows the completion of a legal matter and involves funds generated in that matter, the courts will look with askance on the business relationship. For example, an attorney who successfully settles a personal injury case and then enters into a business relationship with the client using the settlement proceeds is not likely to be favorably perceived. [31] A court or jury will conclude the client is likely to have continued to place trust in the attorney.

As the bottom line, the Arkansas Supreme Court has suggested the appropriate inquiry asks, in effect, whether an ordinary person would be looking to the attorney as an adversary or as a protector. [32] Unless the client understands the attorney to be an adversary, the client is justified in believing the attorney is looking out for the best interests of the client.

The Wisdom and Propriety of the Transaction: Beyond that ethical inquiry is the broader inquiry: even if the attorney can ethically participate in the transactions, is it advisable? Is she completely protected? What protection is available to the attorney? What are the risks involved? What entanglements are presented? Are the potential rewards worth it? What alternatives are available?

If a dispute between attorney and client arises, ultimate victory may be long delayed. For example, an Arkansas attorney approached his clients about investing in a limited partnership he was forming and discussed the potential tax benefits with them. The attorney advised the clients he would be acting in different capacities and conflicts of interest could arise. In the documents, the attorney warned his clients in obvious language, saying in effect "You may lose your entire $700,000 investment." However, when the venture failed, they still sued. The clients alleged, inter alia, their attorney had them sign personal guaranties with blank spaces, failed to advise them of their potential liability and breached a fiduciary duty to avoid conflicts of interests by leasing equipment and obtaining undisclosed profits.

The attorney lost at the trial court level as a jury found malpractice. Ultimately, more than a decade later, his statute of limitation defense prevailed on appeal. [33] In retrospect, would the attorney have been willing to skip the initial transaction to avoid 11 years of litigation with his clients? [34]

The attorney also needs to consider the impact her business transaction with a client will have upon her relationship within her law firm. [35] Will her billable hours decline because she is devoting more time to the business investment? Will conflicts of interest arising from her involvement mandate or suggest that her firm decline other clients? If the investment is wildly profitable, will her firm expect part of the financial rewards? Will publicity arising from her investment bring to the firm undesired attention? To what extent can members of the firm partners be held liable for the business transactions between another member of the firm and a client? [36] Does malpractice insurance of the firm cover transactions between attorneys and clients? [37]

The attorney should evaluate the practical aspects of wearing the hats of both the attorney and the business partner. Is the business partner expecting free or reduced legal fees? Is the attorney competent in the business arena?
Finally, the attorney should consider the stigma of professional discipline. The rule requires strict compliance. An attorney who violates Rule 1.8(a) is subject to professional discipline, regardless of whether the client suffered any financial loss and regardless of whether the transaction was fair at the time. Likewise it is no defense the attorney acted in good faith or had the best intentions. [38] The error may be categorized as technical misconduct, serious misconduct or substantial serious misconduct. [39] Arkansas attorneys have been suspended from the practice of law for violation of the Rule. [40] Although the sanction will vary, the stigma does not.

Conclusion: When confronted with the business opportunity, the attorney has three essential options: a) graciously turn down the opportunity and continue to provide legal counsel to the client; (b) terminate all legal services to the client and become strictly an investor; or (c) try to wear simultaneously the hats of both a business partner and an attorney by strictly complying with the requirements of Rule 1.8(a). The first option is the cautious approach, given the scope of the attorney-client relationship and the wishes of the client. The second may not be feasible; the third is the most difficult. The risks include the cancellation of a transaction, the loss of an attorney’s fee, the disgorgement of profits, the posture of a defendant in a malpractice suit, professional discipline and public notoriety.

Are the rewards really worth the risks?
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